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1. Meaning of the following words: 

     a) Abode – House/ Home           

     b) Devotee - Adorer     

     c) Deities – Gods and goddesses       

     d) Sacred - Pure      

     e) Pilgrimage - Religious journey     

      f) Attractive - Fascinating 

     g) Ancient - Old 

     h) Shrine - Religious place 

     i) Situated - Located 

     j) Reverence – Devotion 

 

2. Answer of broad questions: 

    a) Temple is the abode of deities. Where the idol of deities is 

placed and religious ceremony, prayer etc. are done called 

temple.  

       We do the following things at a temple- 

        i) We see different gods and goddesses in the temples. 

        ii) We worship there in the temples. 

iii) We say our prayers to the deities. 



 

    b) The devotees show reverence at the shrine of Langalbanda 

by taking a holy bath here. The holy bath takes place here 

on the Shukla Ashtomy day of the month of Chaitra. This 

bath of Langalbanda is called “Ashtami snan”. By taking a 

bath here people can get rid of sins. Many people from 

home and abroad come here for holy baths. There are many 

temples at Langalbanda. Every day devotees show 

reverence at the shrine of Langalbanda by worshipping in 

these temple. 

 

    c) Four sentences about Dhakeshwari temple are given 

below- 

        1) Dhakeshwari temple is situated in Dhaka, the capital city 

of Bangladesh.  

2) The idol of goddess Durga is found in this Dhakeshwari 

temple and there are some Shiva temples close to its 

campus.  

        3) Here prayers take place every day in the morning, noon 

and evening. 

        4) It is a place of pilgrimage of the Hindus. 

 

    d) Four sentences about Kantaji Temple are given below- 

 

       1) Kantaji temple is situated in the district of Dinajpur.  

       2) King Prannath started building this temple and later his 

son Ramnath finished the work of the temple in 1752 AD.  

 



 

       3) The statue of Shrikrishna or Kantaji is preserved in this 

temple. 

       4) The temple is very attractive. 

 

    e) Four sentences about Langalbanda are given below- 

        i) Langalbanda is a famous place of pilgrimage in 

Bangladesh and this is an ancient place of pilgrimage. 

   ii) It is situated in Narayanganj on the bank of Brahmaputra 

river. 

        iii) In ancient period, Parshurama got rid of his sins by 

taking a holy bath here.  

        iv) The holy baths take place here on the Shukla Ashtomy 

day of the month of Chaitra. This bath of Langalbanda 

is called “Ashtami snan”.  
 

……………………………………………………………….  
           


